Capizzi M.D. Offers Men
the Best Aesthetic Treatments in
Charlotte, NC
Confidence is Key.
Men make up a rapidly-growing population of patients seeking plastic
surgery and non-invasive procedures, with nearly 10% of all plastic
surgery procedures being done on males. At Capizzi M.D., we are proud
to offer a wide variety of surgical and non-surgical therapies to
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rejuvenate, restore, and enhance to help men look and feel their best. We
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strive to meet the expectation of our male patients and often, after a trip
to see us, they claim to be more confident in their professional and
personal lives!

Botox Bar™- Walk-ins Welcome
Walk in anytime! Our Botox Bar™ allows patients to meet with advanced
injectors and receive their treatment when it is convenient for their
schedule. Botox injections are one of the safest, most commonly used
techniques to relax the facial muscles to smooth the forehead, laugh
lines, and those infamous 11’s between the eyes. The treatment takes
just minutes, can last up to 3 months, and can even be done as a walk-in
at our Capizzi M.D. Botox Bar™. Enjoy a glass of wine or a beer while you
wait!

Options to Restore Volume or Diminish Fat
For a longer lasting facial renewal, try injections with dermal fillers, such as:
Voluma, Vollure, and Volbella, which can help to smooth deep wrinkles and creases,
reinforce facial volume and shape. This will give your face an instantaneous lift
without the downtime of surgery.

Additionally, Kybella is the perfect tool for shaping the contour of the neck and lower
jawline. It is a simple injection that directly metabolizes the excess fat in the chin to restore
a youthful profile and eliminate that stubborn double-chin.

Facial Treatments
We are also proud to offer Profound RF, a nonsurgical radio frequency treatment that
stimulates production of the body’s natural skin-building elements to tighten fine lines and
revitalize the skin on your face and body. This treatment is done with local anesthesia and
pronox (a relaxing inhalant) for enhanced comfort. Dr. Capizzi and his Nurse Practitioner,
Grace are experts and instruct other Doctors and Nurses interested in treating the face,
neck, arms, abdomen and thighs. With Profound, you can expect to see results in a week or
two with progression over time. The procedure takes about an hour and involves minimal
social down time. Additionally, we can rejuvenate and brighten your eyes by removing
excess skin and soft tissue with an upper eyelid lift, or blepharoplasty. The procedure
takes just 45 minutes and is performed using local anesthesia. You’ll look years younger,
instantly, with minimal social down time of 3 to 5 days before sutures are removed.

Body Treatments

At Capizzi M.D., we can help you tone and sculpt those stubborn areas that diet and
exercise just can’t seem to tackle. Liposuction is one of the most popular procedures in all
of plastic surgery to shape almost any area holding excessive fat, ranging from the hips,
abdomen, back and chest. This procedure is performed in our surgery suite, and patients
benefit from minimal scarring and downtime. You’ll see your results during the next several
weeks as the anticipated post-procedure swelling resolves and your body acclimates to
your new norm.

Gynecomastia
Additionally, we at Capizzi MD offer operative treatments
for gynecomastia, where we are able to remove extra,
unwanted skin and soft tissue from the chest. Using
liposuction, skin reduction techniques, or a combination of
the two, we are able to help you achieve and restore a
masculine chest profile you won’t be afraid to show off by
the pool.

Non-Invasive Fat Reduction Procedure
Another way to shed unwanted fat is with Coolsculpting,
the clinically-proven, FDA-approved method of freezing
and eliminating unwanted fat cells in the belly, hips,
thighs, back and arms. This noninvasive treatment has no downtime,
and is a perfect way to shed the spare tire of
that Dad-bod for good.
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Why Capizzi M.D?
Capizzi M.D. Cosmetic Surgery and Skin Care is an advanced practice. We offer top of
the line services, the Capizzi Method and the newest (and safest!) aesthetic
technology available that will have your friends and co-workers saying; "you look
good! What have you been doing?" We pride ourselves on consulting with patients on
the best treatment plan for their goals and providing exceptional customer care.

Schedule a Consultation

